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Abstract

Spectroscopy is at the root of modern planetology, in that it gives access remotely to the possibility to analyze the
properties of planets. Today, the spectacular advance in techniques and models available to planetology reach a
giving access to new domains in planetary physics, as meteorology, physico-chemical processes, etc. This article is
the infrared spectroscopy techniques. It will describe some of the physical observables accessible to modern instrume
space or from the ground. The theoretical as well as instrumental limitations will be given, and the expected progres
or medium term will be described.To cite this article: P. Drossart, C. R. Physique 6 (2005).
 2005 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

Résumé

Spectroscopie infrarouge des atmosphères planètes.La spectroscopie a véritablement fondé la planétologie modern
permettant d’analyser les propriétés physiques des planètes à distance. Aujourd’hui, les progrès spectaculaires des
et des modèles disponibles atteignent aujourd’hui une précision qui rend accessible des pans entiers de la physique
(météorologie, processus physico-chimiques, etc.) Cet article, centré sur les techniques de spectroscopie infrarou
quelques unes des observables physiques accessibles par les instruments actuels, dans l’espace ou au sol, les lim
théoriques qu’instrumentales, et les avancées à attendre à court et moyen terme.Pour citer cet article : P. Drossart, C. R.
Physique 6 (2005).
 2005 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Spectroscopy is one of the most useful tools for the astrophysicist observing remotely physical properties of th
studied. In that sense, it has given planetology many opportunities, well before the space age. The detection of me
ammonia on Jupiter and Saturn in 1932 [1] can therefore be considered as the foundation of physical planetology,
understanding planets beyond a phenomenological description. This paper intends to give an overview of some rec
obtained from space or ground-based observatories, about different planets. An exhaustive description of the questi
by spectroscopic measurements is out of scope of this paper, but several questions will be introduced, in order to in
present limitations, both technological and spectroscopic. This frontier in planetary research will give the reader an id
current and future efforts which will be necessary to go forward.

E-mail address:pierre.drossart@obspm.fr (P. Drossart).
1631-0705/$ – see front matter 2005 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.crhy.2005.09.002
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Fig. 1. Synthetic spectrum at high resolution of thermal emission of methane on Jupiter. Left: calculated spectrum at∼ 0.001 cm−1. Right:
convolved spectrum at a spectral resolution equivalent to ISO/SWS instrument (1 cm−1).

2. Scientific objectives

There are many parameters directly or indirectly accessible to spectral analysis in planetary spectra: composition,
temperature, thermal equilibrium, cloud structure, wave activity, etc. Almost every physical phenomenon of influenc
radiative transfer of a planet can be used, then possibly measured, from a variation of a dedicated spectral features. T
ing difficulties are to extract quantitative information, combining spectral, instrumental and astrophysical expertises. T
limitations to spectral observations can increase the difficulties:

– spectral heterogeneity (Fig. 1): high spectral resolution planetary spectra have by essence a high intrinsic comple
if low spectral resolution observations, due to instrumental limitations, seem to reduce this complexity, it is, in fa
masking the real details, with a risk of ambiguity in the interpretation;

– spatial heterogeneity (Fig. 2): planetary spectra averaged over the full disk are integrating very inhomogeneous
Non-linearity in the observed physical phenomena can make an accurate inversion of a real physical parameter im
when it is processed from an averaged observation.

The combination of a highly resolving instrument, both spectrally and angularly, remains exceptional, and comprom
often needed. Such a combination can, nevertheless, be expected to produce new developments in planetary spec
some recent instrumentation developments anticipate.

Although the spectral domain of planetary interest covers all the electromagnetic range, from radio waves to X-r
paper will be limited to the infrared spectroscopy domain. The different spectral ranges cover spectral transitions of
origins: electronic bands in ultraviolet, vibrational in the infrared and rotational in millimetre range. The infrared dom
the advantage of a great accessibility in ground-based observations, compared to UV, and is not limited to polar m
with a rotational spectrum in the millimetre range. The planetary phenomena and the interpretation models are anywa
between the different domains, and their complementarities give access to planetary atmospheres at very different de
different wavelengths range.

2.1. Radiative transfer methods

Radiative transfer techniques for planetary atmospheric studies were derived from Earth observation spectral mod
veloped in the 1960s, after the first space observations [2]. Nevertheless, several simplifications have in general to be i
in the models, depending on the needed accuracy, or also, unfortunately, the level of knowledge in the existing spe
available. The radiative transfer equation in its most elementary form can be reduced to an integral over the radiative
of the external solar flux, in the solar reflected component domain, below approximately 4 microns, or over the intrinsic
flux beyond. The usual basic approximation takes a classical approach for radiative flux (thus neglecting interference
with quantum effects included only in the molecular absorption/emission processes. As will be seen from some e
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Fig. 2. Jupiter images in the visible (top) and in infrared at 5 micron (bottom) from Galileo spacecraft [11]: a large heterogeneity, bo
thermal and solar reflected component makes the spectral interpretation possible only with high spatial resolution.

this approximation is for planetary modelling largely satisfied, with possible discrepancies much lower than instrum
modelling errors, with only rare exceptions.

2.1.1. Continuum
Outside the spectral absorption bands, the planetary spectrum is modulated by cloud effects (solar reflection o

layers, or thermal emission from these layers), or, in the thermal range, by the influence of far wings of molecula
or pressure induced emissions [3]. On the giant planet spectra shown in Fig. 3, the pressure induced absorption
rotational spectrum of H2, produced by collisions, is responsible to the general shape of the spectrum between 8 and 13
when molecular absorption by CH4 and NH3 in particular form the emission or absorption bands seen in the spectrum
interpretation of Voyager/IRIS observations of Jupiter [4] made great advances in the modelling of these continuum.

2.1.2. Spectral data
The molecular spectroscopy developments were spectacular in the interpretation of the planetary spectra due to the

knowledge of the spectral parameters.
The physical parameters determination in the spectral bands is essential to the radiative transfer models, espe

line-by-line models which are currently the most accurate [2].
The description of each spectral band usually involves several hundreds to several thousands individual spectra

order to give a reasonably accurate model of a planetary spectrum. The information needed for calculation on each
line is the following:

• Line position;
• Line intensity;
• Broadening coefficient from major planetary constituents.

Other parameters are:

• Line shift, due to collisions are often neglected, because they appear at pressure levels where broadening largely
the spectral shift;

• Non-Lorentzian cut-off: this effect, related to the finite duration of a collision (as a Lorentzian shape is deduce
instantaneous collisions of molecules). A non-Lorentzian spectral profile introduce an overestimate of the contin
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Fig. 3. Spectra of giant planets from ISO/SWS observations [12,13].

to far wings; approximate methods introduced to take this effect into account are to use a cut-off, beyond a certain
from the line centre;

• Non-Lorentzian shape: this is a difficult field, which moreover introduces an overcomplexity in the radiative trans
culation, and is still poorly explored in planetary atmospheric research [5]; an estimate of the uncertainties relate
use of an approximate model shows that only very high spectral resolution observations are expected to be sensi
effect in the infrared. Planetary models are in this sense far less sophisticated than terrestrial atmospheric mode
such effect are taken into account in meteorological or climatological models;

• Interference effects, line mixing: these effects are largely unexplored in planetary physics yet, and could conc
several specific features, like the Q branch of strong CH4 bands in giant planets [6], or of CO2 on Venus.

2.1.3. Non-LTE calculations
When calculations extend out of thermodynamic equilibrium (non-LTE) regime [7], other spectroscopic parame

needed: the equation of radiative transfer includes in such a case equilibrium between radiative and collisional transi
collisional rates between the present chemical species have to be known. Relatively well known is the case for methan
planets [8], with principal collisions between CH4 and H2, and Titan (CH4/N2). Fig. 4 shows a synthetic calculation compari
Infrared Space Observatory / Short Wavelength Spectrometer (ISO/SWS) observations of the fluorescent emission4 in
the Jupiter’s atmosphere. These calculations rely on accurate knowledge of collisional and radiative coefficients.

2.1.4. Approximate models
Other approximations are often needed, either to limit the computation time of the radiative transfer, or simply be

unknown parameters:

– Average value for the broadening coefficient of all the lines within a band;
– Non-Lorentzian line shape approximated by a cut-off above a certain distance to the line centre [8].
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Fig. 4. Fluorescence of methane observed in Jupiter’s atmosphere with ISO/SWS.

These approximations can in principle be justified due to the expected accuracy of the modelling, rarely better than
to imperfect knowledge of the planetary models themselves, or to the signal to noise limitations. With ever increasing
of modern observations, it is certain that future modelling will need to go beyond such approximations, as it was the
Earth models in the past.

The most accurate direct models, line-by-line calculations, are integrating directly the radiative transfer equatio
spectral domain. When available data for the modelling are missing, approximate methods can palliate for the lack
interpretation of some molecular bands. In the case of CH4 in the giant planet spectra, it is of interest to note that this mole
still presents unexplored range, especially at short wavelengths. Indeed, the optical paths in planetary atmospheres a
tures as low as 100 K reach kilometre-amagat (one amagat being the gas density at standard pressure and temperatu
difficult, or even impossible to reach in laboratory. In such a case, models using average opacities over limited spectra
can be used, instead of individual lines (band models). The comparison in recovering regions with more exact mod
allowed planetary scientists to estimate the accuracy of such models.

2.1.5. Data bases
The access to the molecular data is also an important face of the problem of the modelisation of planetary sp

spectroscopic measurements have to be safely compiled and stored in huge data banks. Most used data bases are H
or GEISA [10]. The question of data validation, and access to more specialized parameters is nevertheless endless.

2.2. Inversion methods

From the parameters described above, a direct calculation of planetary synthetic spectra can be reproduced. Such
tion supposes the planetary structure well known: temperature profile, composition, cloud structure are the needed in
of the calculation. In any case, the main objective of spectral measurements is of course to retrieve these planetary p
and the modeller face a classical inversion problem. Different techniques are used to reach such measurements, with
assumption (always to be verified) that the parameters have to be separable in their contribution to the spectrum. Th
inversion method consists in creating a data base of synthetic spectra, including all the expected variations of all the
ters [11]. It remains to extract the measurement from a least square fit to an observed spectra, but many difficulties
from ambiguities inherently present in planetary spectra.
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3. Planetary spectroscopy

Each planet has a single fingerprint, and raise specific questions to planetologists; nevertheless, general methods
observation are similar from one planet to another. Fig. 3 shows spectra observed with the SWS instrument (Short W
Spectrograph) of ISO satellite (Infrared Space Observatory from the European Space Agency) for the four giant planet
An overview of the recovered physical parameters is the following.

3.1. Abundance measurements

The measure of chemical composition is one of the most traditional objectives of spectroscopy. The first out
successes in the determination of atmospheric composition are the detection of methane and ammonia in giant
mospheres [1], as well as methane on Titan in 1944 [14]. The importance of chemical composition on the physics of atm
planets is multiple:

– On Giant Planets, primordial mixing ratios of fundamental chemical elements are retrieved, in order to constrain th
of planetary formation and planetary evolution [15]. Measurements of H/He, C/H, N/H, O/H are among the most f
retrievals. For these compounds, a comparison with the composition of the primitive solar nebula in heavy ele
searched, which for giant planets is related to the accretion processes with the formation of an ice/rock nucleus b
accretion from the solar nebula. In the case of condensable species, like H2O, such measurements are valid only if t
deep abundance is retrieved below any condensable layer [16]. On Jupiter and for the most abundant minor sp
true only for CH4. Representative values of NH3 or H2O abundances from Voyager/IRIS spectral interpretation were
partially raised after the Galileo probe direct measurement in 1995 [17].

– On Venus [18], minor species retrieval in the deep atmosphere, like H2O, CO, OCS give information on the thermochemi
equilibrium state of the atmosphere, in equilibrium with the surface, which present high temperatures (about 450◦C).

– On Mars, composition variations are studied mostly for meteorological constraints [19], with H2O variations related to
the Martian meteorology: diurnal, seasonal and local variations are today predicted by global circulation models
monoxide is measured in millimetre waves and in the infrared, and its global distribution and variation is still dis
Finally, the controversial detection by Mars Express of CH4 in Martian atmosphere [20] is exemplar of the importance
spectroscopy to planetary exploration, even in the Martian space exploration era.

3.2. Isotopic ratios

Even if isotopic measurements are only a special case of abundance measurements, the specific problems they
observational and interpretational, needs a specific discussion:

For instance, the D/H ratio [21] measured from CH4/CH3D is very different in giant planets than in comets (fro
H2O/HDO), where a strong enrichment is observed, probably due to the interstellar ion chemistry on grains from w
comets are formed. The telluric planetary atmospheres exhibit intermediate values, coming from a ‘cometary pollution
or differential escape of H2O compared to HDO (Venus). Isotopic ratios of nitrogen or oxygen raise different problem
the case of variations from planet to planet, the invoked processes are either an intrinsic inhomogeneity of the primi
nebula, either fractionation processes inside the atmospheres. As an example, the14N/15N ratio on Jupiter is very different from
the Earth [22], the interpretation being still pending.

3.3. Thermal profiles

Planetary thermal profiles can be retrieved from planetary thermal emission in strong infrared bands. Although a
stituent could, in principle, be used for such purposes, it is, of course, more efficient to use well known compoun
uniform density distribution. On giant planets and Titan, CH4 is commonly used, or CO2 on Venus and Mars. The inversion
the temperature/pressure profile from the infrared spectra is one of the most common use of radiative transfer method
as on other planets, which is well documented in the literature [23].

3.4. Pressure measurements

When the spectrally active constituent is also a major element of the atmosphere, its abundance measurement on
is equivalent to a measure of the atmospheric pressure, which is the total weight of an atmospheric column over a sq
In the case of Mars, spectroscopic measurements have been used for such purpose [24]; since atmospheric pressure
the altitude of the surface, spectral measurements have provided an accurate relative altimetry, well before the meas
Mars Global Surveyor laser altimeter.
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3.5. Cloud structure measurements

Cloud structure has different effects on the planetary spectra: first, clouds act as a reflecting layer of the solar flux
pressure level of the cloud controls the column density of the measured constituents, in a simple reflecting layer mo
such simple models of clouds give interesting results on the altitude variations of the clouds of Jupiter, for example.

More sophisticated models need to take into account the spectroscopy and the scattering mechanisms within the c
Such models, although much more complex are today available; the principal limitation is not so much the computatio
for direct models, than the difficulty to invert the parameters from the observations, as the large number of parameters
independent retrieval of each of them.

4. Conclusion

Spectroscopy remains in the era of planetary exploration of planetary atmospheres from Venus to Pluto an essent
the progress of our knowledge. Progress in spectroscopy, in parallel with instrumentation and planetary modelling, is
to the planetology field, especially for atmospheric sounding. Even simple molecules like CH4 have a still incomplete spectra
database, especially at shorter wavelengths in the infrared, which limits the fine interpretation of spectra. Coordination
planetology and spectroscopy is one of the strongest hope for future advances in this domain.
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